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 The best engine per minute was Stockfish. Stockfish was approximately twice as fast as Komodo Dragon (and Houdini). Fat
Fritz and RubiChess were both around one-third faster than Stockfish. Igel was the slowest of the engines. Fat Fritz was the
fastest engine on the IGT platform, but even it was slower than Komodo Dragon on the Insec Square series. Conclusion The

komi value is the number of points per minute that is given to a player in the endgame, after a draw in the initial position. The
gap between the first komi of Komodo Dragon and Stockfish is approximately 30 points per minute. Fat Fritz and RubiChess

are very close in terms of performance. Stockfish is approximately twice as fast as Komodo Dragon. The Elo rating is a relative
measurement of a player's skill level. An Elo rating above 2400 is generally considered the threshold for an elite player.

Komodo Dragon was significantly stronger than Fat Fritz and RubiChess. Stockfish and Houdini were more evenly matched.
Igel was extremely weak. Komodo Dragon was approximately three times stronger than the next best engine. Fat Fritz and

RubiChess were approximately 2.5 times stronger than the next best engine. Stockfish was approximately twice as fast as Fat
Fritz and RubiChess. Houdini was approximately two and a half times faster than Fat Fritz and RubiChess. Komodo Dragon was

faster than the next best engine by a factor of two. See also List of chess software References External links Comparison of
chess engines at chessgames.com Category:Chess enginesQ: What is the purpose of a Trikon? I've been playing around with the
new Shima system for a while now, and I came across a Trikon. I understand how it works and how it interacts with Shima, but
the purpose of the Trikon itself is a mystery to me. What is the purpose of the Trikon itself? A: The Trikon is "universal" in the

sense that it's not just for Shima (I think this is a bit vague). The Trikon allows you to use two other actions to do things with
Shima, rather than just one. The most basic example would be: you could use a Trikon to Sh 520fdb1ae7
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